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Study Well

Happy Holi.daysand
Volume 3, Number 6

Student Newspaper of the National Law Center, The George Washington U~iversity

u.s. Violates
by Buffy Crow
Buffy
Crow, the ADVO-~
CA TE Copy Editor, is a_ third
year law student at Gw. She has
taken several international law
courses,
including
"United
Nations Law."
The following
article is a condensation of a
paper
which
Ms. . Crow is
presently writing for Professor
Mal/ison's
course on "Legal
Regulation
of . International
Coercion" and has its historical
base in books on international
sttslrs, newspaper articles and
the Pentagon
Papers.
The United States has often,
since World War II, acted in contempt of international
law, The
violations have been manifested
. i n one area through
specific
treaty violations, with the most
recent
being the Senate vote,
with Administration
approval, to
. recommend
importing
chrome
from Rhodesia, in violation of a
binding Security Council resolution which originally
received
U.S. approval.
On the other.
hand, less tangible but equally illegal U.S. actions
in Vietnam
have consistently
been in defiance of UN Charter provisions.
The United States' resounding defeat in the UN, resulting in
the
expulsion
of Nationalist
China,
was a clear indication
that
American credibility in international
affairs
has been
severely diminished
because of
U.S. insistence to pursue a foreign policy which is incompatible with the letter and spirit of
international
law.' However, the
United States continues to exert
enough power in the world community so that continued
illegal
actions can destroy the principles of international
law, as well
as the UN itself.
Dating as far back as Grotius,
a Dutch political philosopher
of
the
seventeenth
century,
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United Nations law

enlightened
individuals
have instrument.
(over
30% of
its operating
originally, the bargained price it
advocated
the
creation
of a
At present, there
is little
income). Concurrently,
however,
, had to pay to secure France's
system of international
relations d bt th t the UN has failed to
it
has - pursued
a totally
adherence
to NATO, created in
based on t,herule of law, justice 'a~~omPIi:h
such an objective,
inconsistent
international
policy
1949, in response
to fear of
a~d morality, ~s a necessary and and in' fact, at one extreme of,. designed to .obtain U.S. security .. Soviet
aggression
in Western
Viable alternative t? the anarchy opinion,
may be considered
an
prestige
and
influence
in a
Europe. Then followed in 1950
bi-polar global struggle partially
an~
de.st~uctlv~~ess
.o f essentially.
i rn p o t e n t
N. Korea's attack
on S. Korea,
n atio nalisr lc
po l it ics and instrumentality.
apart from its
of its own making,
and most
with Soviet encouragement
and
Machiavellian "reasons of state." admittedly
valuable function in
certainly
partially
the result of
approval.
Immediately,
the U.S.
Und~rlying
this assu~ption,
is providing
an opportunity
for
its own imagination.
That policy
perceived
a master conspiracy
the Idea tha.t man, gifted With diplomatic
liaisons
- urnonq
has largely been centered in ard
'between
the
U.S.S.R.
and
rea son,
I s cap a b leo
f nations
which
are unable
to
exemplified
by the U.S. role in
Peking,
aimed
at
Western
transcending
in some measure afford an extensive network of
Vietnam.
Europe,
Korea_and
Indochina,
Darwinian concepts
of the sur- consular and diplomatic
offices.
The entry of the U.S. into
and immediately
took strong,
vival of the fittest, and is capable
But why has it failed in its
the,
Vietnam
conflict
was,
(See UN, p, 7)
of creating through his own ef- principal objective?
forts an orderly
and peaceful
One reason is, 'of course, its
world. (Such an assumption
is lack of sanctioning
power: the
particularly
compatible
with the provisions
of Article 43 of the
concept of dernocracvasa
svs- Charter,
alluwingfor
UN
tem of government,
in that dem- military forces to be constituted
oc:acy
is. based in large par~, by
member
nations
at the
phlloso~hlcally,on
the c~nfl- request of the Security Council,
dence In man to behave ratronhave never
been
effectuated,
ally, and in accordance
with the because of divergency
of views
best welfare of all at the sacrifice
within
the. Council.
Another
Professor
Roger Kuhn of the
National
Policy Review, and a
of ,some of his own immediate
reason, admittedly,
lies in the
National
Law
Center
has former
Staff
Director
of the
desires.)
inadequacies
of UN financing,
announced
the implementation
United
States Commission
on
The creation of the UN dir-: and to an even greater degree, by
of a-clinical law project in racial
Civil Rights. Those selected will
ectly after World War II was the total absence, in some areas,
justice. The project will be under
work closely with Mr. Taylor
intended to make of such ideas a of procedural viability.
the parentage of the Center for and his staff of five attorneys, as
practical reality. In an immedi-.
But beyond this, essential to
National
Policy
Review
at well as with students from other
ate context,
the UN, and the
the efficacy
of the UN, and
Catholic U'niversity Law School,
law' schools
Among
current
widespread
popular
support
remarkable
by its absence, is a
an
0 rganization
devoted
to projects of the Center are a suit
which it received
(more than
strong
measure
of moral and
increasing the vigor with which
against HEW for failing to push
70% of U.S. citizens expressed
legal authority.
Such authority
is
Federal
agencies
enforce
laws for desegregation
of
public
confidence
in the ability of the
not an empty
or meaningless
against racial discrimination.
The schools in the North; an' effort
UN to solve problems of world
concept, 'one example
in point
program will go into effect for to
induce
selected
federal
order in 1945). represented
a' being
the judgments
of the
the spring semester and will have
regu lat6ry
agencies
to requ ire
reaction against the destruction
Nuremburg
trials after
Woild
openings
for three
third-year
fair
employment
practices
-of World War II, and against the
War II. But the UN has failed to
students
.. (including
those
within
the
industries
they
various
forms of nationalistic
establish that authority
requisite
graduating
no
later
than
regulate; and an investigation
of
politics
which
had
been
to its successful operation,
and
February, 1973).
the feasibility
of legal action
responsible
for, all previous
one major reason for its failure
against HUD to enjoin the use of
, major wars. It also represented a to do so can be attributed
to
facilities
aid to
A minimum commitment
of community
strong and generalized
fear of United
States
foreiqn -policv , 20 hours
which
bar
per-week
will be' communities
the consequences
of future wars since the creation of the UN in
construction
of
low
and
required for those accepted into
in view of the potentialities
of 1945 up to the present.
moderate income housing.
the program. They will earn five
current military nuclear power.
I n effect,
the
U.S.
has
Further
details
and
academic credits under Law 399
The rule of international
law was consistently
paid lip-service
to
applications
are iavailable from
(Clinical
Law Work). Students
to
replace
the!
rule of the UN and to its underlying
Professor
Kuhn.
Applications
will be selected
by Professor
nationalistic
reason of state, and principles,
and
provided
it
be' in before
Christmas
Kuhn and William Taylor, the . must
the UN was to be the effective. with
major
financial
support
vacation,
Director
of the
Center
for

Racial Justice Project
Begins Next Semester,

'With 5 Credits Available

Student Action: A SolutIon for Discretion
The following article is the second part of a
two-section memorandum
written by Greg Siggers, a
1971 graduate from GW Law School. The first part,
which was printed in the December 6, 1971 Advocate,
discussed .the frustrations which many law students
must face because of administrative and faculty discretion and lack of accountability
for, actions affecting students. Mr. Siggers second section concerns possible avenues and action which students might take to
force their way into the power structure of the law
school. See the first Advocate editorial for a related
discussion.
Sooner or later, students at the National Law Center are going to have to consider
the merits of
collective bargaining. The events of last year seem to
manifest
the imbalance
of power that exists in the
school.
This imbalance
is a phenomenon
of an
administration
which is very well organized, a faculty
which is moderately
organized,
and a student
body
which is totally unorganized.
'

Aqainst the background
of the two significarit'
controversies
occurring at GWlast year, it is clear that
the Administration
came away the big winner, the
faculty and students were the losers, and the school as
, an institution
was one and one. The Administration
backed the students on the Banzhaf issue, after having
persuaded them to use traditional
channels and submit
review to a traditional
forum: the faculty.
Later, the Administration
was able to withstand
a
large, disorganized
community
and student
campaign
against its arbitrary decision to terminate
U U, largely
because students were unable to organize around the
much more complicated
issue. That the school and
specifically those students interested
in public interest
,law were the big losers is apparent to anyone who has
talked recently to public interest lawyers, or has read
the preliminary
plan to UU's Antioch
Law School,
whose concept of a law school involvement as a teaching law firm is being supported
by other law schools.
I do not feel the need to go mto a long discussion of

why the SBA has not been any good and why a union
might work better. A comparison of the Department
of
Labor with the Teamsters
might be in order, but to
analogize the Department
with the SBA would vastly
overemphasize
SBA's past aggressiveness.
Those of you who know the difference
between
approaching
someone by saying "Sir, we wonder if you
would approve ... oh, sorry to have taken up some of
your time" and "This is what we want, what you are
going to give," know the difference.
When students
recognize that their primary loyalties are to themselves,
just asthe faculty's original position on Banzhaf was to
itself, and the Dean's primary loyalty on UU was to
. himself, then they will be ready for a union.
It took the conscience of labor many years to overcome its loyalties to the company which paid depressed wages amid dangerous
working conditions.
The
management
of the law school, just like the management of the companies, will urge that students not take
(See NLC, p. 61
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Edgar Smith "Coniesses", and is Freed
by Harold C. Gordon
try the high Court gives the
On a sweltering June day in State of New Jersey 60 days to
1957, "a shiftless, 23 year-old grant him a new trial or release
high
school
dropout.
named
him. Ultimately he is freed.
Edgar Smith was led to a death
With a scenario like this, the
row cell in New Jersey's Trenton
only
element
lacking
for
a
State
Prison
to
await
an lucrative
novel or film is a
appointment
with the electric
triumphant
final scene: Smith
chair; an appointment
which was walking out of the prison gates
never kept. A few days ago, the at high noon on Sunday to the
same man,a little heavier, a little sound
of trumpets
and the
jowlier. and now the nationally
cheers
of thousands
of well
known
author
of two books,
wishers, completely
fretr'and his
stepped
out
into
the
chill name
cleared
at
last.
December night where a waiting
Unfortunately,
in real life, fate
limousine whisked him off to a and the State of New Jersey are
New York television studio to be not nearly so obliging:
Smith
the guest on his friend William
leaves prison
alone, at night,
F. Buckley's
program
Firing under a cloud, and as the result
Line. Edgar Smith was free at of a rather shabby compromise.
last.
'
Considering
the, difficulties
The full story of Edgar Smith
inherent
in proving any man
is the stuff of which sucessful
guilty of a murder committed
fiction
is made:
a handsome
n ear I y
1 5 yea r s ,a go,
young drifter is accused of the compounded
by the fact that
brutal murder of a 'teenage 'girl.' the Supreme
Court also threw
A sensational
trial follows
in out Smith's original statement to
which he vigorously protests his the
pol ice
'as
improperly
innocence only to be convicted
obtained,
it might appear that
and sentenced
to death, while
the wisest thing that the State of
his distraught wife looks on with
New.. Jersey
could have done
his infant daughter in' her arms, would have been to spare the tax
He is confined
to death row,
pavers the expense of a new trial
where for fourteen years he not
and simply turn the man loose.
only wages a succesful fight for The State,
however, does not
his lifestudying
law, writing
give up so easily, even after 14
many of his own briefsbut
years. Not only did Attorney
manages to transform that life in General George Kugler declare
the
processfinishing
high that the State was ready, willing,
school,
taking college courses, . and able to obtain. a second
and writing successful books and
conviction but he later added at
articles. He becomes the longest
a press conference
that Smith
tenant
on death
row in the
was "just
a clever guy who
nation's
history
and a cause
knows how to 'get publicity."
celebre.
Twice
his case' goes' Clearly, the State was not going
before the Supreme Court of the
to retreat a single inch from its
United States and on the second
original position that Smith is as

guilty as sin and it even refused
The
reason
for
this was
his request for bail pending anysi
mple : while
Smith
has
new trial.
",
admitted "to picking up Vickie
Under the circumstances
it Zielinski, the murdered girl with
was Smith who was forced to
whom
he
.w a s slightly
capitulate for the simple reason'
acquainted,
to parking with her,
that
he really
could
not go and to striking
her across the
through wit~ another trial. Aside
face with his hand when they
from
the
obvious
prejudice
began to
quarrel,
he always
against him, as illustrated by Mr. insisted
that
at that
point
Kugler's
rather
intemperate
Vickie's
boyfriend
Don'
remarks to the press, there was
Hommell had appeared and the
also the fact that the.expenses of girl had left with him. In spite of
a new trial wouldcost him over
his /o ther
admissions
Smith
$50,000 which he didn't have, _ continued to claim, even during
,his funds, having long ago been, the truth serum test which he
exhausted
through
previous
agreed to take, that he had left
appeals.
In addition
there was "Vick ie alive.' This' stubborn
also a very' painful
personal'
insistence
has of course been
matter:
in
1962 his wifediscomfitting
to the prosecution,
divorced him and subsequently
which not only accepted
Hom'remarried,
taking their daughter
mell's alibi that he had been at
to another state and raising her- Pelzer's Tavern at the time the
to'
believe'
that
her second.
alleged confrontation
had taken
husband
was her real father.
placean alibi which was supSmith's
ex-wife
would
be an ported by a crony of his, one
indispensible witness if he was to
Charles
Rockerfeller
and Mr.
be acquitted
at a second trial 'Pelzer himselfbut had actually
and he was unwilling to expose
made him their chief witness.
his daughter;
now 15, to the
Their discomfiture
has increased
shock
of learning
the truth
over the years, first as Mr. Pelzer
about her real father.
later changed his story, claiming
Smith,
therefore,
had only
that Hommell had forced him to
one alternative:
a "deal."
A lie, and then as both Hommell
number of times in the past he
and Rockerfeller
proceeded
to
had offered to plead "non vult"
run afoul of the law- Hommell
(no defense)
to a charge
of for torturing
teenage boys at the
murder one in exchange for his' reformatory
where he worked as
freedom,
either
through
a a guard,
and Rockerfeller
for
suspended
'senter:lce
or parole.
various
offenses
running
from
But even here the State had
passing bad checks to stealing a
ridgid conditions.
It would not
police car. With the credibility
settle for a mere "I did it." It of their star witnesses thus irnwould becontent with nothing
'paired,
it would seem that the
less than a full confession giving,onlywaythe
proseeution could
the. complete
details
of the
keep itself from being compelled
crime.
to admit
that the State had

Weak May' Day, Senate Votes
Strengthen Position
Nixon
by Edward J. Kiley
Something
has died in this
city. Something that, less than a
year ago, was a vibrant, moving
force
towards
change
and
improvement,
now lies dead. It
never had a name, but everyone
knew what it was, and knew that
it was here. I,ts expression took
many forms and was seen in the
streets, and in the courtrooms,
and in the Capitol. But it is gone
and it's hard too say just where,
or whether it will be back. The
only thing certain is that it's
dead - a factwhich,nodoubt,
has delighted the Ringmaster in
the White House no end.
I n recent
years
many
hundreds
of thousands
came
here.
They
were angry
and
outraged, about the
war, about
poverty, about crime. They were
just people, and they expressed
their dissatisfaction
by the only
means left open to them. They:
were fed up, and they meant to
tell those
responsible
exactly
how they felt. Mayday was the
climax, when 25,000 of them
defied the government
that had
been ripping them off for most
of their lives. It was a good thing
to happen.
It was healthy for
this city and for this country. '
It's gone now, though. This past
November
a pathetically
small
remnant of the masses assembled
here for the same reasons. They
waved their signs and sang their
songs, and went home. It was
about
as effective
as breaking
wind in a hurricane.

Senate
fans.)

(take
.

heart,

Last week that was exactly
, what they got as a bitter and
frustrated
Edgar Smith stood be- '
fore Supreme Court Judge Mor·
ris Pashman and muttered terse
replies to the Judge's carefully
worded 'questions;
admissions
which he was to deny themoment he was released. The Judge
then gave Smith his freedom
after
a pompous
lecture
dec1aring that the State had been
right.in convicting him, had carefully rehabilitated
him, and was
now releasing him on parole on
the basis of the time he had
served in -p·rison.
It was all very ironicthe
sorry end to a very sorry affairbut there seems to be no end to
the ironies of the Smith case. It
is ironic, for example, that only
days before Smith's confessionit
was revealed that Charles Rockerfeller had just been killed in a
car collision and that the driver
of the other car had been a man
named Smith. It is ironic that
the State of New Jersey is apparently more concerned with protecting its image than in finding
out who really killed Vickie
Zielinski.
And, as for Vickie
Zielinski
herself,
though
15
years dead she provides the last
-crowninq
irony:
next to her
tombstone
in the little cemetery
-where.she lies buried looms a tall
monument.
It bears the name
Smith:

dave's cleaners

of

The same death of feeling has
also begun to pervade the halls

committed
a grievous mistake
would be by obtaining a detailed
confession
confirming
in every
detail
the testimony
of their,
witnesses and their own theory
of the cri me.

spec"

John

ializing in Solving ALL your
CLEANING PROBLEMS
Dry Cleaning - Same Day Shirt Service
.
. Repairs and Alterations

Harlan'

of government.
It wasn't so long
The death blow to the Senate
ago
that
two
prospective
was dealt by its own members
members
of
Nixon's
Peanut
on Friday, December
10, when
Gallery
were denied
Supreme
they
confirmed
Rehnquist
Court seats by a Senate tired 0 f 68-26. Nothing
more need be
the
President's
attempts
to
said about that putrid episode.
extend
his own mediocrity
to
On
that
same
Mondav,
the
0 the r , bra n c hes
of
Romana
Banuelos
became
a
government.
The
defeats
of
"credit to her people" by being
Haynsworth and Carswell proved
confirmed,
without
debate
or
to be indications
of things to
dissent,
as Treasurer
of the
come. The repeal of the Tonkin
United States. .Six times in the
Gulf Resolution,
the Mansfield
last four years Mrs. Banuelos'
Amendment
and
subsequent
company
has been raided by
Senate
policy
statement,
the
Immigration,
agents
for
Supreme
Court's
Pentagon
employing
illegal aliens. On the'
Papers decision
and the close
last raid, nearly half of her work
vote over the limited Lockheed 'force
was found to be i!1 this,'
loan
all gave', hope
to, the
country
illegally.
This
may,
optimists.
It at least appeared
however,
be the reason for her ~
that things were looking up.
'appointment,
since '. it- has' been.
I n the
past
two
weeks,
learned
that, Mr: Nixon , also
however,
it seems
that
the
employes illegal' alie~s at his
Senate, too, has died. On Friday,
Clemente White House:
December
3, Earl Butz" was
The Senate goes home for the.
confirmed,
51·44, as Secretary
holidays
soon". and
no ,new.
of Agriculture.
With such noted
d emo nstratlons
are
even
"liberals"
as Philip Hart and ~ tentatively
planned.
It is
BirchBayhvoting"aye,"theage
therefore
expected
that
of the agro-conglomerate
has
Washington
will
undergo
a
arrived.
Then
on Monday"
period ofrigor'mortifbefClrlthe'
,
December 6, Lewis Powell, only,: first' of-the
year,' and
,is
a s Ii gh t I y
less
obvious'
doubtful
that arevival-canbe
reactionary
than Rehnquist, was
effected.
This is a true disaster,
confirmed by the incredible vote for while we will still be able 'to'
of 89-1, with only the helpless
see
the
monuments,
the
Fred Harris casting a no vote .. memorials,
and the statues, the
Judging
from
this action,
it
city will be' dead. It no longer
would appear
that as long as
has a heart. And if this is true
constitutional
rights
are
about our nation's capital, what
subrogated
by
scholarly
can be said of the rest of the
opinions; - it's all right with the
"home of the brave.".

Hours:

Daily, 7:30-6:45 pm
sat.. 8:00-6:00 pm
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law Journal Plans to Publish

Wednesday,

Global Corporation Symposium
International

law."
The January
issue will also
contain
the conventional
array
of student comments
book reFor the first time In its sixviews,
and international
law
year history,
The' Journal
of
International
law
and
Eco- . notes. A critical opinion of militant
environmentalists
will be
nomics will publish, a svrnpos-:
argued in Eric M. Rubin's review
ium .. The topic is "The Global
of Toward a Rational Energy
Corporation:
Agent of Change,"
Policy. Mr. Rubin is Assistant to
and will appear in the January
the Chairman
of the State of
1972 issue.
New York Public Service ComThe symposium
will feature
mission. The Assistant
General
three lead articles and an introCounsel
of the United
States
duction discussing the global or
Information'
Agency,
F
.S.
Rudinternational
corporation,
focusdy, will optimistically
summaring on the factors, that have
ize the developments
of the
given. rise to corporate
multinatwo-year
INTElSTAT
Confertionalism, the conflicts between
ence (officially the Plenipotenthe multinational
enterprise and
tiary, Conference
on Definitive
governments,
and
the
socioArrangements
for the Internaeconomic and political impact of
tional
Telecommunications
the global corporation
upon inSatellite
Consortium)
which
vesting and host countries.
ended last May.
The Introduction
by ProfesEditoy-in-Chief
Mike
sor Burns H. Weston of the
McQuade
reports
that,
for
the
University
of Iowa College of
first
time
in
memory,
prolaw will discuss the purposes of
duction is proceeding on schedthe symposium:
Professor Jack
ule. This phenomenon
is due
N. Berhman of the University-of
largely
to
the
efforts
of
ProNorth
Carolina
will consider
duction
Editor
Ken
Gould,
who
"The Multinational
Enterprise:
runs the Journal's daily shuttle
Its Initiatives and Governmental
from Harlan-Brewer
House ofReactions."
G.W.'s Law profesfices
to
Goodway
Printers
in
sor Arthur Selwyn Miller, in his
Arlington.
The
exuberance
of
unique blasphemous
style, will
these men is aroused by reports
present
"The Global Corporafrom Administrative
Editor Rodtion and American Constitutionney
Streff
of
record
increases in
alism:
Some
Political
Consecirculation
of
the
Journal.
quences
of Economic
Power."
Finally,'
Professor
Detlav
F. Rodney and Articles Editor Phil
Jones recently completed
a sucVagts of Harvard law Schoolcessful
campaign
to
add
fifty
will conclude with his paper on
new
subscribers,
mostly
law
Ii:
"The
Global Corporation
and
by Allan J. Kam

Managing Editor - ,
Journal of International
Law and Economics

, braries. This good news will be
celebrated
at the
Journal's
annual
publication
party
and
reception for authors, to be held
at
Ken Gould's
Georgetown
townhouse
next
month.
Incidently,
Notes and Comments
Editor Alex Whitaker is still recovering from last year's gala,
held at hishome.
Other members of the Journal staff are participating
in organizing for the 18th National
Conference
of Law Reviews, to
be held in the Washington Hilton
on March
15-18,
1972.
The
Journal is an elected member of
the Conference's
Committee
on
Planning and Organization-'
in
reality the unit's board of directors. The election' was held last
March at ~Williamsburg
during
the 17th National
Conference,

when,
in an unprecedented
move,
Managing
Editor
Allan
Kam
challenged
the
Conference's
unofficial
nomInating
committee
choices and led the
Journal
to victory in a spirited
floor fight.
While the' editors
seem to
enjoy themselves,
no one can
deny their hard work. Their offices are the most bustling in
Harlan- Brewer House, and it is
. not unusual
for an editor to
spend thirty hours or more per
week preparing for publication.

The GW Law School
'Faculty has approved sev.eral
Community
Legal
Clinic
courses
for the
Spring
semester.
The
courses
will
be run
through
outside
organizations,
including
the
National
Tenants
Organizations;
NAACP's
Legal
Defence
Fund;
AClU;
lorton
Redormatory;
and
.the
Congress
Heights
Orqanlzatlon.
. 'law students interested
in obtaining
law
347 credit for partisipating
in the innovative programs
sh ou Idim
med i ately
inquire at the Community
legal
Clinic, Bacon Hall
.. Room
307,
or phone
676·7463 or 676-7480.

.,eRESUMES
eLETTERS
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"PRESENTATIONS
eLEGAL
eTHESES
,. eMANUSCRIPTS
eTECHNICAL
.SPECIFICA TIONS
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,
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SBA's Warren Condemns
Absence of Accountabilty

Editorial'
A Student Organization:

As Acting President of your
"Student
Bar Association,
I·
encourage each of you to read
the article in the Dec. 6 issue of
theA dvocete, "Accountability
and Discretion: An Analysis of
the Law School",
by Greg
Siggers.
Mr. Siggers
and
Advocate editor Gene Mechanic
are to be commended for their'
candor.
I agree with Mr. Siggers'
. proposal "that students look
beyond the needed reforms in
cu rriculum and methodology
and look into the nature of the
institution itself;" However, the
examples cited were far from
exhaustive.
Last summer a graduating
night student died of pneumonia
in a Baltimore hospital. The
Dean's Office informed me they
were not aware of the death, but
felt no condolences from the
Law School were necessary since
such gestures had never been
made in the past. I suppose this
is more of that "simple thread of

Why is it Necessary?
It would seem that Peggy McAllister's resignation as Student
Bar Association president would create some'degree of fervor
among GW's law students. After all, Ms. McAllister did run last
spring .with the implication that she was to be here during the
entire 1971- 72 academic' year and during that time would attempt to revitalize the student organization to create an instrument of student input into the school's power structure.
However, Ms. McAllister's resignation and the fact that SBA
has remained an inviable organization which debates over the
minute percentage of school funds appropriated to student
organizations has barely been noticed. The reason can only be
that SBA remains invisible in the eyes of its own constituency.
SBA's invisibility is not solely because of the ineptitude or
self-perpetuating
tendencies of its representatives. It is the
students of this school that have failed to see the potential of a
student organization; established to voice student grievances and
to lobby towards implementation of a law school system where
administrators and professors have less discretion and are held
accountable for actions detrimental to the welfare of students.
Greg Siggers' two part memorandum which has been printed
in the previous and present Advocate, as well as Acting President
of the SBA, Manning Warren's letter in this issue, illuminate the
lack of input which students presently have into decisions which
affect their lives. .

Mayor-ele-ct Frank

Every year students go through the same frustrations and
anxieties, believing that its all an integral part of obtaining an
education. Maybe the education could be more relevant to what I
want to do, a student might say, or maybe' might be screwed by
a professor in Contracts or Corporations, the student adds, but
after all " am only a student and these men have passed the bar
and will be teaching here for more years than I will be learning. I
can be a good lawyer, he continues, despite three years of a
non-progressive education and constant intimidation.

Flexes-Politico]
by Howard Rosenthal

We believe that the above student IS wrong. First of all, to be
v~ry selfish and practical for the moment, a student who receives
a low grade which he feels is unwarranted, or a student who is not
able to participate in an innovative program which will increase
his legal skilis and qualifications, may discover upon graduation
that he cannot get the job which he otherwise. would have
received.
Most importantly, however, is the psychological impact which
is fostered through the present law school structure. A student
who may have the initiative to develop his full intellectual and
ethical capacities is often thwarted in a system which rejects
debate and input from. all interest groups. A reliance on others
becomes mandatory, because a student's own suggestions are
irrelevant to the actual school processes. Thus, the system
hampers individual growth and responsibility, and perpetuates the
status quo.
It is time to stop complaining and the time to initiate change.
Of course, all of us are too engrossed in finals to concern
ourselves with such worldly-issues, but hopefully, when we return
for another spring semester as students, we will consider our place
in the law school, our needs, and the fact that the present
structure has no place for our needs.
It would be rather convenient for the new SBA president,
Ernie Macintosh, to lead the fight to develop a non-discretionary
system where the actions of an individual, whether he be
professor, admin istrator or student are held to be accountable to
others. However, if leadership does not materialize from the
present student organization, then there is no reason why
students cannot begin their own campaign. This is not a political
issue, but rather an issue of fairness. All students must realize that
the inequitable structure affects them, directly or indirectly,
regardless of political philosophy.
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discretion
and control and
accountability"
of which Mr.
Siggers spoke.
_ A night student was recently
awarded a Trustee SCholarship
for three-quarters
tuition. On
Registration Day, he was told to
forget it since scholarship funds
were only .available for day
students. It was suggested that
he apply for a loan instead. In
Alabama, it's in cow pastures.
Accountability?
Let's
demand somel Each of us pay
$75.00
per year
as our
"University
Center
Fee".
Multiply this by approximently
2,000 students and one finds a
rip-off
of $150,000.
And
a bs 0 Iutely disgusting is the
$20.00 per year we each pay as
our "Special Fee". According to
the Law School Bulletin, this is
tacked on to cover "Student Bar
Association
activities,
Law
Review and other services." That
amounts to $40,000. The Dean
allots $10,000 of this amount to
the Student Bar Association, to

I

While. Frank Rizzo will not
be inaugurated as Mayor Of
Philadelphia until January, he
has already begun' to exert a
dominant. inf,luenceonthe,city'
government.
Shortly after the election in
November, Philadelphia's
city
councilmen
decided to vote'
themselves pay raises, as well as
improvement in their pension
plan. With four years remaining
before they would have to face
the voters again, this seemed a
politically safe time to pass such
a bill, and little opposition was
.expected.
Outraged by the council's
plan, Rizzo testified against the
bill at council hearings, and gave
the
co u n c i I a pub Ii c
tongue-lashing.
It was an
exercise in political-muscle, and
Super Cop has never been
adverse to the use of necessary
muscle to accomplish what he
considers to be a desirable
objective. The bill was promptly
reassigned to committee
"for
fu rther study;" .and retiring
Mayor James Tate announced'
that he would veto it if the
council dared to pass it.
Rizzo
has also initiated
action to fulfill one of his major
campaign
promises, to fire
superintendent of schools Mark
Shedd. The Philadelphia school
system
is governed
by a
nine-member
school board,
appointed by the Mayor for
six-year terms. Three vacancies
have occurred since the election,
and Mayor Tate has made new
appointments
with
the
Mayor-elect's approval. At least
two of the three new board
members
were
adamantly
opposed to Dr. Shedd, giving the
superintendent's
opponents.a
majority on the board.
"c
Dr.
She d d has
been
superintendent of Philadelphia's
schools for five years, and during
that period the school system
has been on the verge of
bankruptcy annually. Teachers,

pay for printing the Advocate,
supporting
our
Legal Aid
Bureau, Van Vleck Case Club,
and approximently thirty other
student
organizations.
This
leaves $30,000. Does all of this
go, toward
paying for our
mandatory subscriptions to the
Law Review? To quote Ms.
McGraw:
"Bullshit'"
And I
agree with Mr. Siggers that at
this Law School equality means
spreading it around.
When you pile it all up high
and it stinks, just remember you
are underneath it.
It must be noted there is
nothing
"far·
rightist"
or,
"radical" or "student powerlsh""
in. what I have said here. I only
join with Mr. Siggers and Mr.
Mechanic
in expressing the
necessity
for
some
basic
accountability and a legally valid
g r ie van ce procedure
at the
National Law Center.
Manning Warren

Rizzo

Muscles

administrators, and parents have
denounced the decay of the
school system during Shedd's
tenure. Philadelphia pupils have
had a dismal
record on
s tan da r d i zed
nat ion a I
examinations, and discipline in
the .schoolsis·
often almost
non-existent. Teachers work in
fear for their lives. One teacher
was slain in school last year,
murdered by one of his own
students. While Dr. Shedd is
obviously not the sole culprit,
the
sup e r i n ten den t "s
"progressive" policies must bear
a substantial
share of the
responsibility, for the school
system's problems. Now that
Frank Rizzo is to be mayor,
with a school board appointed
accordingly, Mark Shedd will be
replaced.
Although he is no longer
Phi I a del phi a's
pol ic e
commissioner,
Frank Rizzo
remains
the
police .force's
staunchest defender. Rizzo first
gained national prominence, and
local political power, for his
record as police commissioner in
a city which boasted of being
.the safest 9f America's. ten
largest cities. Since Rizzo's entry
into politics his opponents have
.atternpted, with little suc~ess, to
change that image. ' ,
First
Governor
Shapp,
supporting Rizzo's opponent in
the Democratic primary, ordered
his
attorney
general
to
investigate alleged corruption in
the
Phi I a del phi a po lice
de par t '0 e n t . The nth
e
Republicans
tried the same
attack. i After the election, the
Philadelphia Inquirer, which had
edito"rially supported
Rizzo's
opponent, published a series of
art i cles exposing
alleged
corruption.
Once again, as he
had
done
in his days as
o m m iss ion e r ,
R izz0
immediately defended the police
from the attacks.
He blasted
the
new spa pe r ' s a IIeged
inaccuracies, and reiterated his
faith
in the
policemen's
integrity. Frank Rizzo's loyalty,

to men and
undeniable.

principles,

is

One example of that loyalty
is his appointments
to city
positions.
He has appointed
virtually everyone of his major
campaign aides to a high post in
the government, even creating
new positions when necessary.
His first appointment was a bow
toward
liberalism,
Kennedy-style. He appointed his
brother, Joseph Rizzo, to be the
new fire commissioner. The fact
that Joe Rizzo, a career fireman,
failed a civil service examination
for deputy commissioner two
years ago doesn't seem to bother
the mavor-elect at all.
Frank Rizzo's election is
certain to have long-term effects;
far beyond his own term of'
office.
Philadelphia's
large
Italian-American
bloc,
traditionally
fragmented
and
powerless politically,
is now
firmly unified behind the city's
first
Italian-American
mayor;
and is certain to try to retain'.
their new-found power in the
future. Frank Rizzo may also do
more
than any man since
Abraham Lincoln to make the
city's black voters join the,
Republican ranks. His refusal to.
support Rev. Henry Nichols,. a,
black minister and acting school
b o, a r d pre sid e n t , for
reappointment
to the board,
has'
already increased the,
opposition
of the
black
community
to the
new
administration,
and the
Republican
party is. actively
seeking black support.
Frank Rizzo, in six weeks as
mayor-elect, has already been
embroiled in constant political
controversy.
Once
this
old-fashioned
populist
is
inaugurated, the controversy is
bound
to increase. Whether
Frank
Rizzo
will
prove
successful as . mayor remains to
be seen, but he is certain to help
alleviate
staid Philadelphia's
unwarranted
reputation
for
dullness and inactivity.
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Vietnam Elections Indicate
Internal Power Struggles
by Alan Kassirer

Premier from May, 1968 to
Sept., 1969. The candidacy of
This year, for perhaps. the Huong, who had run against
first time, the war in Vietnam Thieuin 1967, was greeted with
was characterized by stalemate. some
surprise
and led to
With the number of American speculation that Thieu might
troops
steadily
dwindling,
resign before his term ends in
neither side was strong enough 1975. Introducing Huong prior
to take the initiative and the to a Sept. 11 broadcast speech,
result has been a precarious Th ieu remarked
that
he
bal a nce
betwee n them.
expected Huong would be "of
Conse quentlv,
both warring great
assistance ...in various
Vietnamese states have concen- capacities
besides
the
trated on girding themselves for constitutional
functions
and
future battles, and this, in turn p r 'e r 0 gat i v e s '
0f
the
has resulted in a greater preoc- Vice-Presidency.
cupation with internal politics,
Huong himself devoted the
as the dominant leaders in both entire speech to explaining, in
North and South Vietnam at- oblique terms, why he had
tempt to consolidate their posi- agreed to run with Thieu and
tions. It is in this context that not mount his own campaign.
this year's elections should be Noting that. in 1967 he had
viewed, as elections in Vietnam pledged non-cooperation
with
are generally but one part of a Thieu but had abandoned that
continuous struggle for power, position to become Premier
and not its culmination.
during the Communist. offensive
South Vietnam
,of 1968/"for
the sake of vthe
country,"
Huong maintained
Although the media in the
that "the same reason of state
U.S. concentrated almost excludemands that I do not hesitate
sively on Pres. Nguyen Van
Thieu's re-election campaign, an in taking an action which some
election was also held on Aug. - may think runs counter to my
i n t e g r i t y,
h 0 nor
and
29 for the, National Assembly's
reputation."
Lower House. Five and a half of
While there is 'little doubt
the 7 million registered voters'
Huong
accepted
the
turned out' to choose from that
among 1242 candidates for the Premiership "for the sake of the
159 House seats, which had in- country:' it is equally probable
creased from the 1967 total of • that he was' very much aware
that his tenure marked a decisive
137.
shift
in the balance of power
The increase was the result of
between
Thieu and then-Vice
two provisions of the 1971
President
Nguyen
Cao Kv, as the
election law. One, embodied in
eased
his ,rival~s
Art. 4, allotted each munici- former
supporters
out
of
key
posts in,
pality and province one Deputy
t
he
a
r
my
and
government.
for the first 50,000 voters with
an additional Deputy for every Similarly, it is conceivable that
Huong's term as VP may serve as
25,000
voters beyond that
a
period of transition to a
figure. This, of course, gave exsystem
in which somewhat
tra representation to the cities,
greater
emphasis
is placed on
where voters are concentrated
and easily registered, and over loyalty to institutions than to
which the government is able to individuals, and that he accepted
exercise greater . control. The the post for that reason. On the
other provision, Art. 5, reserved other hand, Thieu might use the
further
16 seats in 14 provinces for .o p p o r t u n i t v to
consolidate
his
power.
.
ethnic minorities, who,' while
limited to those seats, were at
least guaranteed representation.
, Perhaps the most important
result of this election was to put
the Lower House in order, pushing it toward becoming a regular
legislative body. Only 40 Deputies
won re-election while
about 70 Thieu supporters, some
corrupt.. were defeated with the
. President's blessings by other
pro-Thieu candidates .. Opposition blocs became more. formalized, centering around the 2
dozen An Quang Buddhists who
made a virtually clean sweepof
the' 5 northernmost provinces;
the 18 Deputies elected on the
,ticket of the growing Progressive
Nationalist
Institute
of
Administration,
who
was
,assassinated last month by the
VC; and the 13 members of
labor leader Tran Quoc Buu's
Worker-Farmer Party' who also
won seats. Another 4 dozen
Deputies organized themselves
into a Pro-Government
bloc,
while 56 others, mostly also
pro-Thieu, remained unaffiliated
or aligned with splinter groups.
The presidential election was
held Oct. 3. Although Thieu was
the only presidential candidate,
he did not run alone, for his
running
mate
was'
the
widely-respected Sen. Tran Van
. H uonq, who had served as

The
net
effect
of the
election,
however, seems to
favor the former possibility.
While results in the key cities
were mixed, generally more
voters
than
ever
before
participated, most spectacularly
in the Mekong Delta region,
where 'voter
registration and
turnout was up by nearly a
million over 1967. Thus perhaps
the most important aspect of the
election was the fact that
the
government; as an institution,
has the ability to organize a large
turnout. An ability to organize
has been largely responsible for
Communist
successes
in
Vietnam,
and
could,
if'
developed"
provide
the
government
with a' 'crucial
weapon in its struggle' against
them; or, as one observe put it,
"the voting turnout
was an
expression of confidence that
someone was in charge:' which
for South Vietnam is a novelty.
North Vietnam '
While this is no novelty in the
North, elections there are, and
that alone would make the April
11 National Assembly elections,
worth noting; but the fact that
they came in the middle of an
on-going power struggle between
the 2 major Politburo 'factions
made them perhaps the most
important
of Vietnam's
3

elections this year. Originally
slated for 1968 and postponed
'-'because, of the war," the
balloting was the first since
1964, and presumably resulted
from a decision taken at the
19th plenum of the Central
Committee of the Communist
Party, the DLD, held in late
January.
'The only document publicly
issued was a communique which
indicated that the.policy
of
concentrating
on 'domestic
development,
and temporarily
protracting the war, in effect
since 1969, was to be continued.
Thisis policy seems to be favored
by Politburo member Truong
Chinh, the former DLD chief
whose major rival is the man
who currently holds-that
post,
Le Duan. Duan, who developed
the strategy resulting in the
1968 offensives, is known to
favor a more aggressive pqlicy in
the South. While a captured
directive
on the study. of
COSVN's 10th Resolution, the
DLD version of which was
presumably approved by the
plenum, made some concessions
in this direction, the election
results indicate that the North is
resigned to a prolonged war; and
is de-emphasizing it in favor of
rebuilding the economic base
necessary for its continuance.
The. elections were organized
by' the National Assembly's
Stand ing Committee,
which
functions in the name of the
'latter when it is not in sessions
(which' is 'nearly alwavsl.c and:
which, is headed by Chinh.
While
529 candidates
were
nominated for the Assembly's
420 seats by a DLD front
organization,
the
excess
nominations
were essentially
honorary" no factory worker
being realistically expected to
defeat
the top Party and
g'overnment leaders.
One of the key pre-election
decisions was to allow the terms
of
Deputies
supposedly
representing the South to expire.
These people had been selected
for the posts in 1946 and had
had their terms extended by
resolution.
Osterrslblv
the
decision was made to bolster the
image of a separate Southern
government run by the NLF and
independent of Hanoi, but at
least 4 of the more important
Southerners
retained seats by
running in Northern provinces.
This indicated that while the
importance of the South was
being downplayed, the war was
far from abandoned.
This view seemed to be
confirmed
by the fact that.
current
COSVN chief Pham
Hung was not renamed to his
post of first Vice-Premier, which
he had held since 1958. Hung,
who is also second Secretary of
the DLD and was thus next in
line to succeed both the Party
and government heads before he
lost his' post, had been associated
with Duan and his policies. Two
Chih supporters who had been
named vice-premiers only in
1969, however, retained their
posts.
As is usual in Communist
states, the percentages of the
vote received by the key Party
figures provided some clue as to
their
current
standing .

Menick
Miscellaneous.
by Jeff Menick
The college basketball season, little more than two weeks
old, 'has already shown most so-called experts to be extremely
fallible, while showing why college basketball is one of the
most exciting sports being played.
So far the highly ranked teams have proven to be very
beatable. North Carolina, Maryland, Southern Cal,Houston,
Ohio State, Jacksonville and Howard,among others, have been
defeated by less highly regarded teams.
This means that hustle and desire are among the factors
that can contribute a great dealto the outcome of an athletic
. event.
Speaking of basketball, it is too bad that GW has lost all
three of its games so far, but I still think they can win 13 or 14
games. They have to concentrate on taking better shots. Their
shooting percentages have been awful, with Tallent and Nunn
'particularly playing a run-and-gun kind of game with no regard
for sound basketball. A little more discipline in both the
offensive and defensive alignments would help improve the
team's record.
'
Over at Maryland, there seem to be almost as much trouble
as there is talent. After watching them play under Driesell for
the past three years, I find myself wondering what has
happened to the disciplined, well-coached teams that marked
his years at Davidson. None of his squads have looked
well-coached, except in last season's game against South
Carolina. This year's players are undeniably talented, but the
team has looked .terriblv ragged, TomM~Millen is no AbdulJabbar (Lew Alcindor], particularly on defense. He is constant'
ly being beaten one-on-one by smaller and quicker players.
Drieself is trying to use a very physical man-to-man defense
when no other coach is goin!) to be stupid enough to try to
outplay him in that kind of offense.
'Tis the season to be jolly! Unless you happen to be a
student at NLC. We are lucky enough to be the only members
of the GW community that have to come back after Christmas
to take exams, then we get a big five day break afterward. lt is
inconceivable to me that, with all of the brainpower around
the school, no one could come up witth a plan that would give
us five to seven days after classes to prepare 'for exams, the
same 10 days of exams, and then at least two full weeks off
before spring semester registration.
.
Speaking. of the Christmas, there are a couple of record
albums I'd like to recommend, either as gifts or for your own
leisure hours of listening. I 'would rarely recommend actually
spending money on a "comedy'! alburn., but-David Frye's
Richard Nixon, Superstar is truly funny. There is a bit on the
record where the President calls Jerry Rubin to the White
House for a meeting that may destroy the use of the word
"rap" as a synonym for conversation. Other bits include LBJ
representing the discontented farmers and Muhammed Ali as a
Black representative.
/
On the musical side of the scene, for Dylan freaks, the new
2-record set on Columbia called Bob Dylan's Greatest Hits,
Volume 2, has some excellent cuts. "Tomorrow Is a Long
Time," "When I Paint My Masterpiece;" "I Shall Be Released:'
"You Ain't Goin' Nowhere" and "Down in the Flood" have
never been released by Dylan before. Some of the older songs
have obviously been re-recorded. "Tom Thumb's Blues," for
example, has a different accompaniment than on the Highway
61 album. A very, very good addition for any rock record
collection.
Staying in the folk-rock vein, I have been very favorably
impressed by a couple of Kris .Kristofferson's buddies, John
Prine and Mickey Newbury. Newbury's album, on Elektra, has
been put together with more care than Atlantic gave Prine,
but both of these guys are comers in the country/folk/rock
field. Another guy that is finally getting some of the fame he
deserves is Don MacLean, whose Tapestry album went pretty
much unnoticed. His new album is called by the title of the
song that will make him a millionaire, American Pie.and its on
United Artists.
On the female side of the ledger, Judy Collinshas a new _
"live" album that is her best since Wildflowers. CarlySimon's
second album, called Anticipation, is not as overproduced as
her first album, and shows her voice to be very full and her
songs meaningful. I haven't heard the entire Carole King
Musil;
album, but I've not been impressed by what I've
heard, and I would agree with Hollie West of the Post in.
advising you to stay away from Roberta Flack's Quiet Fire,
unless you don't have any other records to fall asleep to. I've
also heard the Bangia Desh three-record set twice on radio (it
won't be reieased until-Dec. 201. and it sounds pretty good,
particularly the Dylan and Clapton sets, but the costs make it
sound like a bit of a rip-off.
I had planned' to bestow a few good wishes on various
people around the school and the world, but decided that they
would fall on deaf ears. However, I would like to urge all of
you to think about constructive reforms that we can work on
during the coming semester. There are very few students who
are satisfied with the education they are paying a great deal of
money to receive, and it's about time we started an effective
move'towards
reforming legal education. Grades, maximum
number of credits, teaching methods, clinical opportunities,
and other areas of our education should be reformed,
hopefully with more student consultation.

,
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Solidarity Essential to Lobbying Tactics
into account their parochial interests before the interests of the law school at large.
Unfortunately, the interests of the school at large
do not often include the best education or equitable
and fair policies within the school. If students are interested in these things, they are going to have to become
parochial, to give primary loyalties to their fellow students, and to take collective, concerted', planned action
to implement their own desires.
Students feel powerless, and indeed, they are as
long as they act singly; as long as they wait until an
overwhelming grievance occurs before they begin' to
organize. A large, common insult like last year's tenure
decision may result, especially if the issue is easily
identifiable, in a massing of angry reaction. However
the conditions for periodic recurrence of this informal
power are sporadic at best.
Moreover, larger, more complicated issues, which
need long range thinking and restructuring, like the
ULI fiasco, are completely inappropriate for these informal outburst of anger. Also, the day to day injustices and inequities of the grading systems, institutions
.of privilege within the law school (e.g., law review),
registration
line frustrations, CLASSROOM DYNAMICS, and the like, which are felt individually from
time to time but rarefv- collectively, will never be addressed by a concerted effort of students as a bodvif
reliance is made on popular uprisings.

6. The union members may take conditional pledges
to:
a. donate no 'money to the university;
b. to counter-recruit students by finding another
law school that conforms more to the union's desires and persuading prospective students to apply
there;
.
, c. to actively and continually persuade donative
alumni and philanthropists to seek more progressive
_ pastures.

7. After registeringand paying tuition, coitectivetv
stop payment of the checks until such time as it seems
convenient to rewrite them collectively. Go to classes.
There is no way that they can monitor the classes
properly.
B. Register on the deferred payment plan and forget
to piW the second installment.
9. Set up picket lines.
10.Arrange classboycotts sporadically.
11. Write to scheduled speakers and ask that they
not cross your lines. Contact other prestigious speakers
and ask that they address union-organized rallies.
12. In certain situations, when a controversy centers
around the creation or continusnce of an institution
within the law school, students, especially law
students, are capable of incorporating and forming
their own counter-institution either as a serious undertaking or as an attempt to dramatize the issue. For
What seems clear tome now, but which was obscure
example, last year, towards the end of the ULI fight, a
when I first began thinking of student power, is that
number of students and a few faculty members were
students do heve tremendous power right nowttthev
considering formation of a community-faculty-student
choose to exercise it. And that power -Iies in a concorporation to create its own clinical:poverty law firm.
certed plan of collective action.
Jean Cahn lost the battle at GW, but created an enThis is not a surprising statement. It has been said
tirely new law school.
before in numerous other contexts, and has been demonstratedon
many campuses, in particular by mas13. There are several tactics that are traditionally
sive physical confrontations - sit-ins, pickets, building
relied on and can sometimes be used with some suetakeovers, and street fighting. However, these actions , , cess. They are, for exemple:
are short-lived and are frequently counter-productive in
a. the appeal for review to the administration or
their short-term effects.
tscuttv..,
What lam suggesting is that when ·GWstudents are,
.b. the indignant petition;
willing to wage a long, concentrated popular campaign
c. the letter-writing campaign;
resting on a sound strategy, they will probably muscle
d. the lunch-over~beer-with-your-favorii:e-.
their way into the University's power structure which faculty-member campaign':
sucks the semen from student power through a thoue. the appeal to minority faculty members to
sand Green reports and SBAs.
.
institute faculty action on the issue;
The following discussion presupposes the unlikely
f. the teach-in;
possibility that several hundred students, some large
" g. the Advocate issue.

fraction of those willing'to react to Banzhaf-type con'14. As a last resort, and if there is enough student
ditions, have declared their intention to form some col- .
solidarity and strength, call a moratorium strike (one
lective organization to work on certain issues, have
day now, two days next week, etc) or a general strike
made demands which have been refused, and are now
of classes. If should be emphasized that this is the final
considering what types of actions they plan to impleresort and should only be used if student feeling is ve~y
ment the demands. There are certain tactics that come
high, because this IS a tactic that will hurt the student
to mind and are basically derived from a University's
as well as the school.
fundamental vulnerabilities - its good name and its
Unfortunately, in the' past many student leaders
pocketbook.

1. Student union members can contact all current
applicants to the law school, or whatever school is in
the conflict, and explain the nature of the union and
the controversy and urge these applicants that for the
improvement of their own educations as well as their,
own prestige within the school that they withhold their
acceptance to the school until the controversy has been
resolved in favor of the union. If the cause is lost,
especially a major cause, the applicants should be recontacted and urged to accept the next school of their
choice.
2. Alumni should also be contacted and informed of
the controversy. Many, if not most non-recent alumni
able to make significant contributions will side with
the Administration on all issues of student power.
However, others may be persuaded that students are
correct on particularissues and a lot of support may be
garneredfrom recent graduates.
3. Trustees should he contacted in the same way.
4. Certain issues may breed lawsuits. Students are
constantly being expelled or suspended from school on
basic contract principles. If educational institutions do
have contracts with students, then it is arguable that
students have rights under those contracts. For example, many students presently in the school. were par- tially or wholly enticed into attending the National
Law Center and relied upon the presence of Banzhaf
and/or ULI when they accepted. If students can be
expelled for failure to live up to their bargain to be
'good' guys, then why cannot a school be enjoined for
failure of its promise to provide a good education?
5. Appeals and lobbying can be initiated with the
American Bar Association, the American Association
of Law Schools and prominent attorneys and professionals around the country who may be interested in
the issue.

have called for this first, have scared off their constituency, and blown out the match before it touched the
kindling.

I

This list is necessarily incomplete and other tacticians will innovate other steps as conditions define
them, including secondary actions among other groups
of. students to support one student union's position.
The importance of tactics is not only variety and kind,
but how they shall be organized into a strategy and
how the implementation
of the strategy will be
publicized. The formation of a union willing to take
the above actions is news in itself, and each of the
tactics as they are used should be accompanied with
press releases,' conferences, letters to editors of
influential newspapers, etc.
Raising the intra-school conflict to a level of public
controversy will help that particular union cause.and
the student movement in general. One of the first steps
on formation of a union, it would seem, would be to
create some group which will immediately begin to
cultivate relationships with the media.
Use of the tactics should bedrawn.out over a long.
period of time, months or the entire school year if
necessary. For example, the first week a petition 'is
drawn up; the second week the alumni are contacted:
the third week applicants to the school are contacted;
the fourth week delegations go out to meet with
individual trustees; the fifth week, delegations meet
with
faculty members; the sixth week selective
boycotts of certain classes are held, etc.
As each tactic unfolds, 'it is accompanied with
publicity so that the issue is placed before the public,
kept before the public and, assuming unity and skill,
grows to the point that sympathy begins to form in a
much larger community.

.The suggestion of union
willingness to use tactics that
school in the short-run will
Already I hear one unusually
upraised, bellowing out his
freedom.

and the advocacy of a
can be embarrassing to a
bring Its own reaction.
obese professor, finger
concern for, academic

Another,
exploding with atomic force, railing
against the greening of the law school,
forcefully
asserts that the faculty cannot be intimidated. An
erudite, pale gentleman explains in lengthy speeches
that for the same reason that a law school shall not
sponsor a public interest law firm it should not harbor'
a refugee of the labor movement ..."Students are not
the professional equals of the faculty."
Whenever a professor feels any encroachment upon
his . autonomy,
he will begin with that academic
freedom bit. The same guy who will shit over your
ideas, embarrass' you in class, detract from your grade
and will deny your own right to affect school policy
substantlallv, will start that academic freedom jive as
soon as he feels the least bit uncomfortable .
I a m not arguing against the importance of
academic freedom, but I am sick of hearing the
hypocritical use of the term from the same people who
would deny the academic freedom of Banzhaf, Cahn,
or students interested in consumer or urban law.
If academic freedom means anything it means
academic freedom for all members of the academic
community
- nott just the teaching elite. A
fundamental reason that students should organize and
'be willing to entertain a painful strategy is so that they
will also be able to share in the intellectual autonomy
that academic freedom implies.
If students had not been intimidated by the system
within the school, the talk of unionism would be
meaningless. Unionism, the American way, (are the
faculty and administration into that?), is all about
sharing
the intimidation.
,If the faculty or
administration
shall not be intimidated, then the
students should not be. {How many first year students
have felt the anxiety, sleepless nights worrying about
exams, grades, whether you will feel the failure of a
77 .433 and be cut off from
law review, or the
74.999 and honors? When a group of black law
students all got low grades from one professor, why
didn't they do or say something about it? Women have
never been intimidated in class, have they?
"Students are not the professional equals of the
faculty," Dean Kramer told me last year during the
Banzhaf
thinq."] agreed with the truth of the
assertion and the discussion moved on to other issues;
-because there is no denying that in their field of
expertise, each individual professor knows more than I.
On the other hand, there are at least two areas of
the law that I know better than anyone presently on
the faculty. That is not really the argument, however.
The implication the Dean was making and which
disturbed me for a while was that the faculty and the
administration were older, wiser, more experienced,
rational, less emotional, etc., and therefore better
prepared to make certain kinds of decisions for the
school.
Upon reviewing the events of last year, I am
convinced that the profs and Dean are not wiser, nor
better able to make certain kinds of decisions than the
students. Consider the faculty during the Banzhaf
cri si s. _.Consider the
faculty. and
admlnistration
during thhe ULI crisis. I felt as though I were
witnessing the most awesome and chagrining theatre
where the characters were deliberately exemplifying
buffoonery as a way ot'life.·
"
,
It would have been comedy for me,except for the
sickness I felt for 'being on stage while this gross and
petty performancewas unfolding ... 1am convinced that
the average law studer'tt/co~\ied, confused, ego-tri ppi n' ;
loud, has. more native intelligence .and common sense
'than the average membej."o(the GW management. I
think 'that studentscar'(fand
will) 'make wiser, less
emotional, fairer decisions concerning school policy
and process, including tenure, clinical law, grading,
intraschool
institutions
like the law review,
,quasi-school institutions like teaching law firms.
I witnessed a number of egos swell, pop and reswell
last year, some 'of them students', but most from the
'wiser' minds within Our midst. With all the dumb shit
we did last year, our own confusion, ineptitude,
in-hassling, I still feel that we deserve honors as far as
conscience and ethics were concerned, although we
may have lost ground within the academic-freedom political world we attend.
.
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U.S. Charter Contempt Weakens U.N.
unilateral action to protect itself
and the world at large from the
threat of Communist
aggression.
Vietnam'
was transformed,
on
. illusory premises,
from awar of
co lonial
repression
to
a
hypocritically
altruistic effort to
secure freedom
from tyranny,
freedom
and
tyranny
both
having been rather
arbitrarily
defined
by U.S. policy-makers.
Although
it shortly became
more and more apparent
that
Peking's
role in Korea
and
Indochina
had been, originally,
g r 0 s sly
0 v er est i mat e d ,
circumstances
in the U.S. had
made
a policy
reversal
an
extremely
'remote
possibility.
Propaganda
(of
a strong
nationalistic
and
ideological
color) had created a climate of
opinion in which each successive
U.S. Administration
found it less
and less feasible to make any
- major policy reversals in regard
to Vietnam.
Besides, the idea,
that
gradually'
been. adopted
that,
as the' most
powerful
nation in the world, and with
moral right on its side, the U.S.
had both the ability and the',
responsibility
'to solve world
problems
in accordance with its
own unique estimation
of the
problem
and the appropriate
solution.
Throughout
this period, the
UN
was
her pless
to
act
effectively
in Vietnam, and wasbarred even in tangential
and
secondary
matters such as the
impartial
regulation
of the
technicalities
of. the conduct of

war. It was forced to stand in
silence while a member-nation
violated many of its most basic
constitutive
principles,
with no
more recourse than a patently
useless reprimand.
Specifically,
the
U.S.
has
I denied
Vietnam
its' right. to
self-determination,
and forcibly
interfered
in
its territorial
integrity
and
sovereignty,
thereby violating Article 2, par.
4 of the UN Charter.
It has
imposed upon a foreign state a
unilateral'
definition
of
aggression,
and effectuated
a
unilateral intervention
against it,
thereby
violating Article 51 of
the
Charter.
Of
greater
consequence
is the fact that
American
unilateral
action
ignores
and
invalidates
the,
fundamental
principle' that the
enforcement
of international
peace
and
security
is the
collective
responsibility
of the
UN, aas provided
for in the
Charter
in Art. 1, par. 1. By
assuming
that .responsibilitv
itself!
the
United
States
has
made
abundantly,
clear
its
opinion
that
the
UN
is
ineffective
in its fundamental
purpose;
and
by acting
in
accordane with such.an opinion,
it has made it in large measure a
'reality.
'
Thus' the entire
history
of
U.S. action
in Vietnam
has
worked
to the detri ment of a
strong system
of international
authority,
and against the idea
of the rule of international
law.
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At the same time, the U.S. has
failed to achieve successfully
its
own
ends
in
pursuing
a
semi-imperialistic
course
based
on the assumed
reality
of a
bi-polar global struggle.
It has
neither
freed
Vietnam
from
tyranny,
nor has it eliminated,
on its own terms, the threat of
Communist
aggression.
It has"
however,
in
the
meantime
discredited
itself
on
an
i n t ern a t ion a I I eve I , as
exemplified
by
its .....ecent
overwhelming
defeat within the
,UN itself.
In reaction,
the
U.S", in
addition
to cutting off foreign
aid, is seriously
considering the
drastic
reduction
of its UN
contribution.
The
UN 'has
become a convenient
American
scapegoat,
and
according
to
present
indication,
will receive
even less of the international
business of the U.S. than it did
before.
In
fact,
its very
existence,
even in its present
ineffectiveness,
might
be in
jeopardy
if the U.S. were to
carry out its threat of removing
financial assistance.
Such
a course
would
be
manifestly
in error. If the U.S.
refuses payment
to the UN, it
will act
illegally,
in further
violation
of
its
treaty
obi igations,
thus
further
diminishing
its international
credit. If it refuses to recognize,
and to make use ofthe UN's role
in international
affairs,
it will
seriously
cripple
any
hopes
remaining of establishing a viable
St udents
can register
, t h isspring,
under
Law,
346, for Community
Legal
C lin i cpr
og ram s .
Forty-five
positions
are
available.
Inquire at CLC,
Bacon Hall 307.

"

based

. The
inevitable
then, is that the

In the context
of both the
immediate
present
and
the
future, the U.S. will be working

afford
in terms
of its own"
interests
to further
ignore UN
potential in the.world arena. The
present
ineffectiveness 'of that

against its own interests.
On a
long-term
basis, it is now a
truism that the world can no
longer afford a major global war,
in
view
of present
nuclear
military capacities.
The UN was
organized
in part to
prevent
such a war, and if it becomes a
farce or a pretense, that threat,
of nuclear annihilation
becomes
that
much
more
of a real
possibility.
In 'the
short
run
present
American
global
political
and
economic
interests
require
a
reasonably
viable international
system. The UN could serve to,
promote such a system, even at
this
late
date,
with
the
long-overdue
recognition
of
Peking's
role in world affairs.
However, without
U.S. support,
the UN will be powerless, leaving"
the
U.S.
with
two
equally
undesirable
alternatives.
One is
isolationism,
unrealistic
on its
face,
in view
of present
American
economic.
interests
abroad if nothing else. The other
is the continuance
of our present
foreign policy,
which has thus
far been disastrous,
both to the
specific welfare of the U.S., and
to any ho-pes of a viable solution
to world problems.

C'Wa'l.oUn

conclusion,'
U.S. cannot.

body
is in" large measure
an
American
responsibility.
With
the admission of Red China, UN
membership will
reflect much
m 0 r ere
a lis tic a II y
the
international
political situation. '
In the
short
term,
Peking's
membership
will undoubtedly
complicate
UN
affair's
particularly
in . view' of its veto
in the Security Council. But in
the
Ion g run,
realistic
representation
of world power
within. the UN is a requisite
to
its efficacy.
The
U.S. must
reaffirm
some
degree
of
confidence
in UN potential,
by
making use of it in international
affairs, acting in accordance with
the provisions
of the Charter,
and,
above
all, working
to
.institute. much needed financial'
and procedural reforms in order
. to make it a viable institution
in
terms of its purpose.
On the
other hand, if the U.S. continues
the
pursuit
of its present
international
policy,
gener,aJly
and specifically in regard to the
UN, it will jeopardize
world
v

security, international
trade and
credit, and any hope for world
order. And it stands to lose as
much by their failure as does
any-other nation:
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(For the first time in Washington, for your convenience)
Mr. Marino's _Bar' Course Offers:
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1912 'G' St. N.W. Tel.' 393-3595 (~ Block from G. W.

Law
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"in'the.iast(5'·years,b8tterthan
80% of the Marino' Bar Review
'Cou~ students passed the Bar,examination. ' ,
, ,
''
The course' will' be conducted
by 'Tape, at a convenient; D. C.
location, beginning ':flid·~anuary, for the M~rch 20-21 examinatlon-

Campus -Cluh

non profit organization managed by students for students

'(1) a familiarity with the nature of the examination
(2) a ready recall of the New York Law'
,','
(~) a reliable method of analyzing complicated fact situations, and
(4) a facility for writing well-reasoned answers . ' '
(5) a review of yes-no Bar type question~'
~
(6), recent developments in the law.. .»
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Substantive
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and
answers review and recent developments
in the law.
'
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The Marino Bar Review Course Inc. is incorporated
under the New
I York State Education
Law and approved for the training of veterans
I and disabled.veterans:

Marino Bar RevieVl, Inc.
109 Tullamore
Road
~arden City, N. Y. 11530
.contact Your
Local Representative
Howard
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Antioch
The Chairman of the Antioch
College
Board of Trustees,
Henry Bond, announced
on
December 3 that the Board had
_authorized the establishment of
the Antioch School of Law in
Washington, D.C., utilizing the
"learning by doing" approach
for which Antioch is nationally
known. The action came after
overwhermingly
favorable
\ endorsement had been given by
the administration of Antioch
'College by' a joint facultystudent committee, and by a
, special three-man committee of
the board of trustees, headed by
Richard 'Mansfield~ Vice Presiden! of, General Motors Acceptance Corporation.
Mansfield stated that the
committee
unanimously
and
en t husiastically endorsed the
School
of
Law
and
recommended
.final
board
approval.
Joseph
Rauh,
nationally known Washington
attorney, in offering the motion
to establish the law', school,

•

law School to Open In 1972
spoke to the overriding needto
legal education which keeps law
create
-such
a school
to students from seeing a live client
emphasize legal services to the or wrestllnq with actual- legal
disadvantaged. The Board had problems through law school."
before it astudv conducted by On May 8, the Board of Trustees
the management firm of Booz, of Antioch College voted to
Allen and Hamilton which stated
affiliate with the Urban Law
as its majorfinding "the Antioch- Institute for _the purpose, of
School of. Law is feasible. And founding a school of law in
more than that it is an exciting
Washington, D.C., subject .to a
endeavor which may help to determination of the acadeinic
refocus
and restructure
the and financial feasibility of such
nation's legal institutions ... (It - an undertaking.
would be) a school of high
Jean Camper Cahn and Edgar
quality; national in scope and
S. Cahn, the husband and wife
bearing the seeds of greatness."
team
who
developed
the
Scheduled
to open
in
blueprint
for the Office of
September
1972, the school
Economic
Opportunity
Legal
culminates four years of growth
Services Program, have been
of the Urban Law Institute
designated
by Antioch's
whi~h had hegun as a small pilot
president
James -Dixon as
project
in reforming
legal co-deans of the
new School
education
by the Office of. of Law: This is believed to be
Economic
Opportunity.
As the first co-deanship in law
director of the Urban Law school annals and. also the, first
Institute, Jean Camper Cahn time that a black woman lawyer
observed "it's tirrie we got away has been appointed dean of, a
from the autopsy approach to totally integrated law school.

Gallery

by Marvin .and Buffy

assistance has been forthcoming
Present plans for the school
include
a number
of
fro m pri vate - practitioners,
precedent-breaking features: the officials' of the American Bar,
use of a teaching law firm as the
Association, 'from the Federal
central educational vehicle for
Bar Association, the American
-training law students; the first
Insti tuteof
Architects,
the
National
Clients Council of
attempt by a law school to train
pa r a professionals as well as Legal Services, community based
congressmen
and
lawyers; and admissions policy groups,
public,
officials.
designed to reduce reliance on numerous
LSAT
scores
and college Cooperative relationships leading
records and to develop more to internships in government
agencies are being worked out as
'functional performance criteria;
a library
utilizing
both " part of the formal curriculum of
the school.
microfiche
and conventional
material to create a national
"Response from students has
resource center and a
heavy been exciting," said Mrs. La
enrollment from minority and Donna Harris, a member of the
povery background. To date, board
of trustees. Wife of
over 800 admission requests Senator Fred Harris, Mrs. Harris
h ave been received for an added "everywhere I have gone,
opening class which is presently the notion of becoming a lawyer
projected to be approximately
by providing assistance to people
125 students.
and learning how to use the law
In addition to major support' as an instrument of social justice
provided the new school by the has
electrified students. They
Off ice
0 f
E con 0 m i c see this as something they have
Opportunity,
endorsement and waited a long time for."

